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Boljše izluščevanje informacij s pomočjo metode verjetnosti

Improving Information Extraction Using a Probability-Based Approach

Sanghee Kim1 - Saeema Ahmed2 - Ken Wallace1 
(‘University of Cambridge, United Kingdom; techn ica l University o f Denmark)

Informacije imajo ključen pomen v celotnem trajanju izdelka. Rezultati raziskav kažejo, da se inženirji 
pogosto posvetujejo med seboj, da pridobijo informacije, potrebne za reševanje težav. Zaradi prehajanja 
ključnih kadrov v druga podjetja in upokojitev postaja vse bolj pomembna zmožnost izluščiti manjkajoče 
informacije iz tehnične dokumentacije, seveda, če le-ta obstaja. Zanimanje za različne načine izluščevanja 
tovrstnih informacij tako postaja vse večje. Iskanje po ključnih besedah je  ustaljen način, vendar raziskave 
kažejo, da je  ta način mnogokrat nezadovoljiv. Iskanje je  mogoče izboljšati s standardiziranim načinom 
poimenovanja eie, itov in njihovih povezav v posameznih domenah, vendar je  zaradi obilice sedanje 
dokumentacije, ki i rablja različna poimenovanja, izkoristek iskanja slab. Tako uporaba učenja, ki temelji

du, obeta boljši izkoristek iskanja informacij ob enaki natančnosti, kakor ga omogočajo 
alna pravila. Prispevek predstavlja rezultate iskanja informacij, ki temeljijo na 
ku. Preizkusi kažejo, da opisan postopek poveča izkoristek iskanja informacij s 53 
<tkov, ob primerljivi natančnosti. 
tnik. Vse pravice pridržane.
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Informatioi ays a crucial role during the entire life-cycle o f a product. It has been shown that 
engineers frequently consult colleagues to obtain the information they require to solve problems. However, 
the industrial world is now more transient and key personnel move to other companies or retire. It is 
becoming essential to retrieve vital information from archived product documents, i f  it is available. There 
is, therefore, great interest in ways o f  extracting relevant and sharable information from documents. A 
keyword-based search is commonly used, but studies have shown that these searches often prove unsuccessful. 
Searches can be improved i f  domain entities o f interest, e.g., 'gas turbine', are explicitly associated with 
their types, Le., gas turbine is a type o f  engine, thus reducing the ambiguity o f referring to the entities using 
various different ways o f expressing them. It would be helpful to compile a fu ll list o f  entities associated 
with the relevant tvves before identifying them in texts. However, due to the various ways o f  referring
entities in the texts 
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anually defined identification rules tend to produce high precision but with low recall, 
the recall, while maintaining the high precision, a learning approach that makes 
is based on a probability model, rather than simply looking up the presence o f  the 
9, looks promising. This paper presents the results o f developing such a probability- 
ition approach. Tests show that the proposed approach achieves improved recall, i.e., 
th comparable precision. 
echanical Engineering. All rights reserved.
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0 r IODUCTION

Engineers frequently seek the information 
they need from colleagues. However, the time spent 
on acquiring and providing such inform ation 
detracts from the time available to carry out their

main tasks. In addition, as these engineers retire or 
move to other jobs, they can no longer be consulted. 
Engineers have to rely increasingly on documents, 
which are the prevalent information resource in 
o rgan izations. A pprox im ately  90% o f  
organizational memory exists in the form o f text-



based documents [1], A computer-based document- 
m anagem ent system  can im prove access to 
information contained in documents. Therefore, 
o rganisations are p lacing great em phasis on 
identifying reusable information in documents in 
order to improve access.

It has been reported that 35% of users find 
it difficult to access inform ation contained in 
documents and at least 60% o f the information that 
is critical to these organizations is not accessible 
using typical search tools [2]. There are three 
reasons for this problem. Firstly, there is simply 
too much information. Secondly, the keywords used 
by those searching for information might not be 
the same as those used to index the information. 
Thirdly, due to the nature o f unstructured texts, it 
is a challenge to au to m atica lly  index the 
information.

To address this problem, there have been 
many attempts to convert unstructured texts into 
more accessible formats. Recent research suggests 
the use of corporate taxonomies. As a hierarchical 
classification of entities, e.g., engineering products, 
a taxonomy supports the indexing and retrieval of 
information by annotating the content o f a document 
with taxonomy entities, and then mapping a user’s 
query onto those entities. In this way it is feasible to 
share and refer to the entities with less ambiguity. 
However, manually annotating texts with taxonomy 
entities can lead to time-consuming and error-prone 
indexing. Automatic annotating is thus preferred and 
this is one o f the goals o f Information Extraction 
(IE), which is a sub-field o f  Natural Language 
Processing (NLP). IE aims to extract entities that 
have pre-defined types, i.e., Named Entities (NE), 
using shallow NLP techniques.

The application of IE to engineering design 
document needs to pay particular attention to the 
difficulty o f identifying engineering NEs, i.e., product 
names, due to their compositional features. This 
contrasts with typical IE systems that focus on NEs, 
which are usually identified using lexicon-syntactic 
grammar rules, i.e., people’s names, dates, times. No 
previous research on developing IE systems for 
engineering design documents has been identified.

This paper presents a probability-based 
approach that achieves a good balance between 
precision and recall by automatically identifying 
NEs in engineering documents. Such an approach 
im proves on the perfo rm ance o f  the NE 
identification rules that simply enumerate pre-fixed

variations and identify variations. A software 
pro to type has been developed  to test the 
performance of the proposed approach.

The overall aim of our research group is to 
understand how to make more information available 
in a readily useable form to engineering designers. 
The specific aim of the research described in this 
paper is to improve the IE from documents using a 
probability-based approach that is able to identify 
entities whose variations are not pre-defined.

1 LITERATURE REVIEW

Observations o f  engineering designers found 
that approximately 24% o f a designer’s time is spent 
acquiring and providing information [3]. This study 
also reported  that in the aerospace industry, 
approximately 40,000 documents are produced 
during the design o f a single aero-engine. Time 
could be saved if designers were able to retrieve 
the information they need from these documents 
rather than asking colleagues. However, this is only 
possib le i f  designers are aware that relevant 
docum ents ex ist and they  can re trieve  the 
information contained in them easily. A further 
problem was identified by an empirical study that 
analysed 633 queries directed by novice designers 
to more experienced designers, which found that 
the novice designers were aware o f what they 
needed to know in only 35% of all queries, i.e., 
they asked a specific question to which they 
received a specific reply [4]. These findings suggest 
that novice designers require support in identifying 
what they need to know. Such support could be 
provided through an explicit indexing structure that 
prompts the relevant queries.

Two com m on approaches to support 
information sharing in organizations are knowledge 
repository and collaborative filtering. A knowledge 
rep o sito ry  is a cen tra lized  resource  w here 
knowledge is structured into easily accessible 
formats [5]. The repository aims to explicitly 
represent knowledge for better distribution. One 
example is an expert system, which attempts to 
emulate the problem-solving ability o f a domain 
expert by generating automatic solutions for a 
specific task. Expert systems have been widely 
dep loyed  and have led to som e s ign ifican t 
im provem ents in  know ledge sharing  am ong 
employees. However, experience o f using expert 
systems highlights the fact that organizational



know ledge does not remain static, so a dynamic 
knowledge-acquisition process is needed [6],

The second approach is to use collaborative 
filtering, which relies on the interactions between 
users to identify common task experiences and to 
recommend useful information [7], It is easier to 
reuse information from the knowledge repository, 
bu t effort is required from the users to enter the 
information. Sharing through collaborative filtering 
does not impose such a burden on the users, but 
they do need to have a greater understanding of the 
context in order to retrieve the information they 
re q u ire . W hereas both approaches focus on 
capturing information, IE is more concerned with 
the indexing and r :val o f  inform ation. An 
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to accommodate new types o f  entities and the 
re la tio n sh ip s  betw een them , so on to logy  or 
taxonom y-based  IE system s are becom ing  
increasingly popular ([12] to [14]). Ontologies and 
taxonom ies make possible an inference-based 
approach that IE systems can use when the level of 
ambiguity is high.

One of the barriers to developing IE systems 
is their reliance on language experts for creating 
dictionaries of NEs g with extraction rules. The 
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Trigger: verb should be ‘started’
Condition: voice of sentence should be ‘passive’ 
Constraint: subject should be a type o f physical 
entity

The constraints are generally based on the 
syntax, implying that i f  the entities appear in 
different syntaxes, i.e., either as a subject or as an 
object, then two distinct rules need to be created to 
cover both cases [ 17]. LTG first identifies those text 
fragments that can be determined easily and delays 
the identification o f  the remainder until more 
evidence has emerged. This evidence includes 
‘position in a sentence’ and ‘whether the fragment 
is in lower case in a text’. It then uses a machine
learning method to identify the remaining text 
fragments.

The approach described  in this paper 
incrementally creates the extraction rules from a 
limited number of examples of NE variations. In 
addition, the approach exploits the hierarchical 
classifications of NEs in order to recognize the more 
complex ones.

2 UNDERLYING CONCEPTS

2.1 Example

The following three unlinked extracts from 
R olls-R oyce’s w ebsite1 are used as examples 
throughout this paper.

<Extract 1> Like the motor car engine, the gas 
turbine is an internal combustion engine. In both, 
air is compressed, fuel added, the mixture ignited, 
and the rapid expansion o f the resultant hot gas 
produces the power. However, combustion in a 
motor car engine is intermittent and the expanding 
gas produces shaft power through a piston and 
crank, whereas in a je t  engine combustion is 
continuous and its power results from expanding 
gas being forced out o f the rear o f the engine. 
<Extract 2> The intermediate case is a fabricated, 
spoked structure housing the thrust bearings for all 
shafts, and forming the air path between the IP and 
HP compressors. Externally it carries the A-frame 
support arms which brace the fan case (Module 7), 
and its internal hollow struts provide access for  
services such as oil tubes, cooling air, and the radial 
drive-shaft to the accessory gearbox.
<Extract 3> Largest o f  the modules, this is an 
assembly o f forward and rear cylindrical casings 
and the fan outlet guide vane (OGV) ring. It is often 
referred to as the fan case. The titanium rear casing 
carries the fancase-mounted accessories and also 
contains acoustic linings. At their inner ends, the

1 http://www.rolls-royce.com/education/schools/how_things_work/gasturbine/gasturbines.pdf

http://www.rolls-royce.com/education/schools/how_things_work/gasturbine/gasturbines.pdf


fan  OGVs are secured to the torsion ring which 
locates the IP compressor module, whilst the outer 
ends are bolted to the front mounting ring. This 
assembly is welded to the titanium rear casing and 
bolted to the front casing.

Finding information using a keyword-based 
search is not always successful. For example, it may 
not be easy to find answers to the question: ‘What 
material is used for the fan rear case’. For example, 
Google returns approximately 325,000 hits when 
it searches using the keywords ‘fan rear case’. The 
first-ranked return is about improving the cooling 
system in a PC by adding a ‘rear fan case’. Extract 
3 above contains the answer to the query and it is 
available online. However, Google is unable to 
identify Extract 3 as it does not recognise that ‘fan 
rear case’ is the name o f a product and that one of 
its variations is ‘rear casing’. The search could be 
improved if  Extract 3 had been indexed with NEs 
that identify product names and materials. If  this 
had been done, Titanium could then be identified 
as the answer. Figure 1 shows the identification of 
the relevant NEs.

2.2 IE and Named Entity Identification

Using shallow NLP techniques, e.g., Part- 
Of-Speech (POS), IE can process a large number 
o f  documents effectively. It has demonstrated a 
significant im provem ent in retrieving relevant 
information compared to keyword searches.

IE s tructu res in fo rm atio n  in to  easily  
accessible formats by identifying NEs and the 
relationships between them. NEs are pre-defmed 
lists o f  domain entities. Generally, NEs are the 
p roper nam es o f  o rg an iza tio n s, peop le  and

locations. However, in this paper, NEs are text 
fragments referring to product names. For example, 
in the sentence ‘Like the motor car engine, the gas 
turbine is an internal combustion engine.’, ‘turbine’, 
‘gas turbine’, ‘engine’ and ‘car engine’ could all be 
defined as product names. Highlighted texts, such 
as the one shown in Figure 1, help users to visually 
scan a large number of documents.

The three m ajor tasks o f  IE are NE 
identification, co-reference resolution and scenario 
filling. NE identification involves the recognition 
o f defined NEs and their variations. Co-reference 
is the referent shared by different entities. Its scope 
is broad, ranging from people (e.g., Joan and she) 
to objects (e.g., engine and it). Scenario filling 
integrates the extracted individual NEs into stories 
or new facts. This paper only addresses NE 
identification.

NE identification usually relies on two 
resources: (1) a dictionary of pre-defined NEs; and
(2) extraction mles. The extraction rules are based 
on linguistic grammars specifying conditions under 
which the NEs are identified. For example, the 
following rule:

<Product> is an assembly o f  <Product>

states that if the left entity is identified as a type o f 
‘Product’, and then the right entity should also be 
tagged as ‘Product’.

IE system s adopt different approaches. 
Systems w ith a com plete list o f  NEs are less 
dependent on extraction rules, whereas systems 
with pattern-learning techniques need fewer pre
defined  N Es. W hen an app lica tion  dom ain 
generates new NEs frequently, it is difficult to 
manually maintain the NE dictionary, so a machine-

L a rg e s t o f  th e  m o d u le s , th is  is a n  a s s e m b ly  o f  « P ro d u c t N E  ty p e = F ro n t C a s in g > fo rw a rd < /P ro d u c t>  a n d  
« P ro d u c t N E  typ e = F a n  R e a r C a s e > re a r cy lin d rica l ca s in g s « /P ro d u c t>  an d  th e  « P ro d u c t N E  type =  O u tle t 
G u id e  V a n  In n e r R in g > fa n  o u t le t g u id e  v a n e  (O G V ) r in g « /P ro d u c t> . It is o fte n  re fe rre d  to  as  th e  « P ro d u c t 
N E  ty p e = F a n  C o n ta in m e n t C a s in g > fa n -c a s e « /P ro d u c t> .  T h e  « M a te r ia l T y p e =  T ita n iu m > tita n iu m < / 
M a t e r ia l  « P ro d u c t N E  ty p e = F a n  R e a r C a s e >  re a r c a s in g « /P ro d u c t>  c a rr ie s  th e  « P ro d u c t N E  ty p e = F a n  
C o n ta in m e n t C a s in g > fa n c a s e « /P ro d u c t> -m o u n te d  a c ce sso rie s  and  a ls o  c o n ta in s  a co u s tic  lin ings. A t th e ir  
in n e r en ds , th e  « P ro d u c t N E  ty p e =  O u tle t G u id e  V an  In n e r R ing> fan  O G V s « /P ro d u c t>  a re  se cu re d  to  th e  
to rs io n  r in g  w h ic h  lo c a te s  th e  « P ro d u c t N E  ty p e =  IP  C o m p re s s o r> IP  c o m p re s s o r« /P ro d u c t>  m o d u le , 
w h ils t  th e  o u te r  e n d s  a re  b o lte d  to  th e  f ro n t  m o u n tin g  rin g . T h is  a s s e m b ly  is  w e ld e d  to  th e  « M a te r ia l 
T y p e =  T ita n iu m > tita n iu m « /M a te r ia i>  « P ro d u c t N E  ty p e = F a n  R e a r C a s e >  re a r  c a s in g « /P ro d u c t>  a n d  

bo lte d  to  th e  « P ro d u c t N E  ty p e = F ro n t C a s in g > fro n t c a s in g « /P ro d u c t> .

Fig. 1. Example o fN E  identification



learn ing  technique is required. However, it is 
important to take into account the potential risk of 
re ly in g  entirely  on the d ictionary due to the 
possibility of polysemy. Polysemy is when an entity 
can be used in different contexts to express two or 
more meanings. For example, the entity ‘bearing’ 
has m ultiple meanings, e.g., (1) the ‘bearing’ 
supporting a rotating shaft and (2) the ‘bearing’ a 
ship is sailing on.

In engineering domains, NEs focus mostly 
on product and material names. The names of 
products and theii components are relatively fixed, 
but have a large m nber of variations. For example, 
‘Fan Outlet Guide Vane Ring’, can be shortened to 
‘Fan OGV Ring’, md if  the Ring is only used for 
the ‘Fan’ compone it, then the ‘Fan’ can be dropped, 
i.e. OGV Ring. In rder to reflect this compositional 
structure, it is co /enient to organise the product 
names in a hierar liical structure.

2.3 Taxonomy -  iE Dictionary

The taxonomy employed as part o f  this 
re sea rch  is E ng ineering  D esign In tegra ted  
Taxonomy (EDIT) [18]. One of the motivations for 
developing EDIT was to provide a visible indexing 
structure to help users search for information. There 
are two main advantages in having such a structure. 
Firstly, it helps designers focus their queries by 
browsing or navigating using the index; secondly, 
it provides the opportunity for search engines to 
recognise the coni ext o f a query. However, even if 
a search engine v as able to recognise the context 
o f  a query, its res1 Its could only be as good as the 
original query. EE IT was developed by conducting 
in te rv iew s in tr o aerospace com panies and 
analysing the tra scripts o f designers describing 
their design processes. EDIT consists o f four root 
concepts:
1. The design pr cess itself, namely, the different 

tasks underta1 en at each stage of the design 
process. For e; ample, conceptual design, detail 
design, brainstorming.

2. The function that must be fulfilled by all or part 
o f  a particular component or assembly. For 
exam ple, one o f  the m ain functions o f  a 
compressor in a gas turbine is to ‘compress air’.

3. The issue that the designer must consider while 
carrying out a stage of the design process. For 
exam ple, considering  the un it cost or 
manufacturing requirements.

4. The product itself, namely, component, sub- 
assembly and assembly. For example, outlet 
guide vane ring, fan case.

In this paper, NE identification is centred 
on the ‘Product’ root concept o f EDIT, which 
currently has 220 entities defined. The ‘Product’ 
NEs are defined by both the ‘Part-of’ relation, e.g., 
TP compressor’ is a part of ‘Engine’; and ‘Type- 
o f’ relation, e.g., TP com pressor’ is a type of 
‘Compressor’. One o f the authors examined the 
‘Product’ root concept from the perspective of NE 
identification and observed that:
• The names o f  ‘Product’ NEs in EDIT were 

largely  determ ined  from  in terview s with 
practising engineers and were the names they 
tended to prefer. However, texts contain an even 
wider range o f names and many variations.

• As sub-classes are not always extended with the 
names o f super-classes in EDIT, it can be 
difficult to correctly identify all the names 
simply through the taxonomy.

3 A PROPOSED APPROACH TO NE 
IDENFITICATION

3.1 Analysis of Product NEs in a Text

It is important to base NE identification 
systems on solid empirical evidence. The datasets 
p rovided  by the M essage U nderstanding  
Conference (MUC) have commonly been used for 
evaluating  new id en tifica tio n  system s [19]. 
However, the datasets define only seven types of 
NEs, i.e., Organisation, Person, Location, Date, 
Time, Money, and Percent, and product names are 
not included. In addition, no hierarchy is used for 
defining the NEs. Therefore, it was necessary to 
collect a new dataset in order to evaluate our 
approach. To do this 137 isample documents were 
collected from the same company with which EDIT 
was developed. These are one-page problem reports 
that describe p rob lem s, suggestions or new 
requirem ents that arose during product 
development. Once a new report is filed, senior 
engineers determine what further action is required 
to solve the problem described. A list of acronyms 
with their full definitions was provided by the 
company. One o f the authors manually read each 
report and divided it into paragraphs, each of which 
was separated into sentences. After this the text 
fragm ents that contained relevant N Es were



identified, e.g., ‘Forward Casing’. Each NE was 
then compared with the associated NE in EDIT, i.e., 
‘Front Casing’, in order to identify any differences 
and how these differences could be defined.

Table 1 shows the results o f the comparisons, 
which are split into seven categories: (1) singular 
or plural, (2) acronym, (3) compounds, (4) syntactic 
variation, (5) synonym, (6) separate reusable suffix, 
and (7) separate reusable  m odifier. Identical 
m atches were included in the singular/p lural 
variation. A total of 54% o f the text fragments in 
the sample documents were matched with EDIT’s 
Product NEs using one or m ore o f  the seven 
variations in Table 1. These seven variations are 
referred to as Exact Rules in this paper.

The firs t and second  v a ria tio n s w ere 
identified frequently, singular/plural 24% and 
A cronym  13%, respectively. For example, the 
fragment ‘HP Compressors’ is matched with EDIT’s 
‘HP Compressor’ NE by identifying the plural form 
o f ‘Compressor’. Acronyms, e.g., ‘OGV’ for ‘Outlet 
Guide Vane’ can easily be matched from a list of 
definitions.

Compounds, e.g., ‘Fancase’ for ‘Fan Case’, 
are easy to match and syntactic variations, e.g., 
‘Starter Duct’ and ‘Starter Ducting’, can be matched 
using POS tagging. However, the identification of 
synonym s, e.g., ‘Forw ard C asing’ and ‘Front 
Casing’ is more difficult since it requires appropriate 
definitions o f the meanings o f  words. Synonyms 
can be matched by querying the lexical database 
WordNet [20],

Single and multiple terms are used for the 
names of Product NEs and it is difficult to identify 
the variations o f  NEs w ith m ultiple term s. In

Table

general, a multiple-term NE consists of a headword, 
the categorical part that contains the basic meaning, 
and a modifier that restricts the meaning. In the 
example ‘Fan Case’, the headword, ‘Case’ defines 
that it is a case for the fan. It is common practice to 
place the headword as the last o f the terms. A 
separate reusable suffix, e.g., ‘System’ in ‘Casing 
Cooling System ’, is part o f an NE that can be 
removed without changing the overall meaning. 
Separate reusable modifiers, e.g. ‘Electrical’ in 
‘Electrical Harness’, are often omitted because their 
purpose is to emphasise the headword and their 
meaning can be inferred.

It is n ecessary  to com bine m ultip le 
variations in order to correctly identify some 
fragm ents. For exam ple, the fragm ent ‘Case 
Cooling’ is matched with ‘Casing Cooling System’ 
by iden tify ing  th a t ‘C ase ’ and ‘C asin g ’ are 
synonyms and ‘System’ is a removable suffix.

F irst, the  E xact R ules are app lied  to 
determine if  a fragment matches only one o f EDIT’s 
NEs. If  more than one NE is matched, then the 
matching is ambiguous and the fragment remains 
untagged.

The remaining 46% o f the text fragments in 
the sample documents were not uniquely matched 
with any of EDIT’s Product NEs using the Exact 
Rules. Therefore, m atching was based on the 
engineering judgment o f the author who manually 
identified the NEs in the sample documents. Some 
examples are shown in Table 2. These NEs are 
difficult to extract automatically and a probability- 
based approach is necessary. Such an approach is 
the focus o f this paper and is referred to as the 
application o f  Inexact Rules.

1. Exact Rules

V a ria tio n s

E xam p le

O ccu rren ces (% )T ex t fragm en t E D IT  P ro d u ct N E

Singular/plural HP Compressors HP Compressor 24%

Acronym OGV Outlet Guide Vane 13%

Compounds Rear Fancase Rear Fan Case 5%

Syntactic variation Starter Duct Starter Ducting 4%

Synonym Forward Casing Front Casing 3%

Separate reusable suffix Case Cooling Casing Cooling System 3%

Separate reusable modifier Harness Electrical Harness 2 %

Total 54%



Table 2. Examples o f partial matching

T ext fragment EDIT Product NEs

LP Compressor Titanium Fan Containment Casing
Containment Case

Combustor Outer Casings Combustion Outer Case

Fan Case Containment (1) Fan Containment Casing

(2) Rear Fan Case
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3.2 A Probability-based NE Identification

The proposed approach uses both the Exact 
and Inexact Rules. The Exact Rules contain a total

of 1160 variations o f the 220 Product NEs in EDIT, 
i.e., approximately five variations for each NE.

The Inexact Rules are based on naive 
Bayesian probability. They are based on a simplified 
theorem that assumes variables to be independent 
in each class. In order to take into account the 
compositional descriptions o f the NEs in EDIT, 
each fragm ent is encoded with the following 
attributes: (1) the two adjacent words; (2) POS tags;
(3) the NE assigned to the previous text fragment;
(4) the headword; and (5) all possible partial orders 
of the composing words of the fragment, with their 
orders preserved. Some o f these encodings are 
described in the literature [16] and [21].

Given a text fragment, e ,  represented as a 
set of attributes, t = extracted from a text,
P(c. I e. ), that represents the probability that Product 
NE, c , will be the NE against which will be 
matched [22]. This probability is defined as:

with:

P{ct

Pit.

e)=p{c,) rp*.K)
ne positions

CJ  =  ;---------------z-------[N +  \vocabulary^j 
where is the number of times the attribute occurs 
in the NE ; N  is the total number of attributes in the 
NE ; vocabulary is the set o f  all the distinct 
attributes for all the NEs; \vocabulary\ is the total 
number o f distinct attributes for all the NEs; 
positions is the set o f attributes that appear in both 
the text fragment and vocabulary, and with:

The naive Bayesian approach compares the 
attributes of a new text fragment with those of every 
NE in EDIT and computes the probability for each. 
Thè NE highest probability is assumed to be the 
best match. In this research it is assumed that each 
text fragment is assigned exactly to one Product 
NE. is the conditional probability that a fragment 
belongs to a particular Product NE, given that the 
fragment has the attribute values. Since it is difficult 
to estimate precisely all the combinations of the



values o f the attributes, the conditional probability 
o f  each attribute value, P(t„ | c ) , is com puted 
instead based on the ‘independence’ assumption. 
Specifically, this means that the occurrence of a 
particular value of a specific attribute is statistically 
independent o f the occurrence of any other attribute 
when predicting the Product NE o f the fragment. 
The fin a l p ro b ab ility  is the p ro d u c t o f  the 
p ro b a b ilitie s  o f  all the a ttrib u te  values in 
t = (ti,tij,). This conditional probability, p (c. \ e ), 
called the posterior probability, is then used to 
predict the Product NE for the next text fragment.

3 .3  S o ftw a r e  P r o to ty p e

To demonstrate the proposed approach, a 
software prototype was developed. Figure 2 shows 
the overall architecture o f the prototype. It consists 
o f  two components: (1) automatic identification; 
and (2) verification. The first com ponent was 
programmed using the Perl programming language, 
and the second component was programmed in Java 
and Protégé API2. The Protégé API was used for 
loading and displaying the EDIT Product NEs, 
which are specified in RDFS format. Extract 3 in 
Section 3.1 is used as an example.

3.3.1 Automatic identification

Step 1: Text Processing
The Text Processing step analyses a text with 

the following shallow NLP techniques.

1.1 Pre-processing
One paragraph is identified in Extract 3, 

which is then decomposed into five sentences. The 
first sentence is:

Largest o f  the modules, this is an assembly o f  
forward and rear cylindrical casings and the fan  
outlet guide vane (OGV) ring.

Terms are identified as words lying between 
two spaces including the full stop.

1.2 Syntactic parse
The Apple Pie Parser [23] is used for a 

syntactic parse that tags Parts o f Speech (POS) and 
identifies phrases. The Apple Pie Parser refers to 
the grammars defined in the Penn Treebank to 
determine the POSs [24], For example, the first
2 http://protege.stanford.edu/doc/pdk/kb-api.html

word ‘Largest’ is tagged as JJS, i.e., a superlative 
adjective. The remaining POSs for the sentence 
above are shown below:

POS taggings: Largest/JJS of/IN the/DT modules/ 
NNS, this/DT is/VB an/DT assembly/NN of/IN 
forward/JJ and/CC rear/JJ cylindrical/JJ casings/ 
NNS and/CC the/DT fan/NN outlet/NN guide/NN 
vane/NN (OGV)ZNNPX ring/NN.

Phrase id en tif ic a tio n  groups words 
grammatically, e.g., into Noun Phrases (NPs) such 
as {Largest of the modules} and {an assembly of 
forward and rear cylindrical casings}.

1.3 Lexical look-up
Each POS-tagged word is compared with 

WordNet definitions to achieve term normalisation. 
Acronym identification extends an acronym found 
in a text fragm ent w ith its full definition. An 
example o f term normalisation is:

modules —4 module, casings —4 casing

and o f acronym identification is:

OGV —4 Outlet Guide Vane.

Step 2: NE Identification
The NE Identification step takes the text 

fragments processed by Step 1 as an input and 
applies the Exact and Inexact Rules in turn.

2.1 Exact Rules
If the text fragment is identified as having a 

pre-defined variation, then the NE is identified and 
the process for that fragment is complete.

An example o f a Product NE identified by 
the Exact Rules is:

Forward Casings -4  Front Casing (NE).

2.2 Inexact Rules
A probabilistic matching is required for those 

fragments that are not covered by the variations and 
that have multiple occurrences in the variations.

An example of a product NE identified by 
the Inexact Rules is:

Fan outlet guide vane (OGV) ring 
—4 Outlet Guide Vane Inner Ring (NE)

http://protege.stanford.edu/doc/pdk/kb-api.html


Fig. 2. Architecture o f the software prototype

The full ts o f identified Product NEs for 
Extract 3 given Section 3.1 are shown in Figure
1 above.

3.3.2 Verificati

A graphical interface has been developed for 
the prototype software with two specific objectives:
(1) to assist the manual annotation process; and (2) 
to help visualize the results o f  autom atic NE 
identification. Figure 3 is a screenshot o f  the 
interface showing Extract 3 as a sample text.

A user can click the ‘Highlight Products’ 
button, and all the text fragments that have been 
matched with Product NEs, shown as tree view in 
the left-hand frame, are highlighted in the text 
frame. Fragments that have the same NEs are shown

in the same colour. A lower frame shows a list o f 
the Product NEs that have been identified in the 
text. By clicking one of these NEs, its position in 
the tree view is highlighted. The corresponding 
variations are also shown in the adjacent frame. For 
NEs that have been incorrectly identified, the user 
can click the ‘edit’ button and make corrections. 
Similarly, missing NEs can be added by pressing 
the ‘add’ button. Each time the user presses the 
‘save’ button, the text is identified as a new example 
and used by the naive Bayesian approach for 
training.

4 TESTING THE PROTOTYPE

The prototype was tested to determine if 
using the probability-based Inexact Rules improved
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Fig. 3. An example screenshot o f the prototype

the Product NE extraction over and above that 
achieved by the Exact Rules. A total o f267 problem 
reports, including the 137 reports used in Section 
4.1, were used for the testing. A total o f 977 text 
fragments were identified with 977 EDIT NEs. 
EDIT has 220 Product NEs and in the 267 reports 
101 o f them appeared, i.e., 119 NEs from EDIT did 
not appear in any of the reports.

From the 977 fragments and their assigned 
NEs, 50% were randomly selected for training the 
prototype and the remaining fragments were used 
for the testing. Precision and recall were used for 
m easuring the prototype’s performance. In this 
paper, recall is defined as the percentage of the test 
fragments that were matched with EDIT’s NEs, 
whether these were correct or not. Precision is 
defined as the percentage o f the recalled fragments 
that were correctly matched. Table 3 shows the 
results o f the evaluation.

Overall, the prototype, using both the Exact 
and Inexact Rules, achieved a good balance of recall 
and precision, i.e., 80% recall and 81% precision. 
Using the Exact Rules on their own, the recall was 
53% and the precision was 85%. The addition of the 
Inexact Rules therefore significantly increased the 
recall while maintaining the precision. The Exact 
Rules also failed to identify 20 o f  the 101 EDIT NEs

that appeared in the reports. However, it is surprising 
that the precision achieved by the Exact Rules was 
not closer to 100%. This means that some of the Exact 
Rules are, in fact, not ‘exact’. The reason is that the 
empirical evidence, from which the rules were 
derived, did not cover all the possible variations in 
EDIT and examples o f ambiguity remained. For 
example, the Exact Rules included ‘Stubshaft’ as a 
variation of EDIT’s ‘Stub Shaft’ NE, which is a part 
of ‘Turbine’. However, the ‘Stub Shaft’ component 
is also a part of ‘Compressor’ and this variation was 
not included in the rules.

Ideally the Inexact Rules should be trained 
with the minimum number of examples. The effect 
o f  changing the num ber o f  fragments used for 
training is shown in Figure 4, where accuracy is 
defined by the number of correct NE identifications 
divided by the total number of NEs identified. The 
977 fragments were divided into ten equal-sized 
clusters, each o f  which was used to estimate the 
accuracy at that point. For example, when tested 
with only 100 fragments, the accuracy was observed 
to be 42%. The maximum accuracy achieved was 
84%. It was noticeable for this relatively small total 
sample size o f 977 fragments that the accuracy was 
relatively constant at around 70% for between 400 
and 800 training samples.



Table 3. NE identification results

NE Identification Recall Precision

Exact Rules only 53% 85%

Exact + Inexact Rules 80% 81%

Change +27% -4%

0,85

0,8

0,75

0,7

0,65

0,6

0,55

0,5

0,45

0,4

100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 977

Num ber o f the fragm ents

Correct

Fig. 4. Naive Bayesian predictions estimated fqr different numbers ofNEs

5 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

It is well established that when engineers 
need information they tend to ask colleagues in the 
first instance. However, the industrial world is now 
more transient anH key personnel are retiring and 
fre q u e n tly  m ot g, e ither w ith in  th e ir own 
o rgan isa tions o co o ther organisations. It is 
becoming necess /  to retrieve more information 
from archived do ments. There is, therefore, great 
interest in ways '  extracting such information. 
Information coni led in a document is easier to 
retrieve if  domair itities are explicitly tagged with 
their types so th can be more easily identified 
using keyword s ches.

H owever t is particu larly  d ifficu lt to 
autom atically ia itify engineering entities, i.e., 
P ro d u c t N Es, due to the h ie ra rch ica l and 
compositional nature o f their descriptions. Two IE 
approaches for achieving this are described in this 
paper: Exact Rules and Inexact Rules, the latter 
being based on naive Bayesian probability. When 
using the Exact Rules on their own the recall was 
53% and the precision was 85%. By adding the 
Inexact Rules the recall increased significantly to

80% and the precision remained good at 81%. State- 
of-the-art IE systems are known to demonstrate 
comparable recall and precision to the proposed 
approach. However, those systems have mainly 
been applied to limited types o f NEs that do not 
use a hierarchy to classify them. This research has 
focused on a wider range of engineering Product 
NEs that use a hierarchical taxonomy to classify 
them.

The main contributions o f this research are: 
(1) the observation that Product NEs are more 
complex than other types o f  NE; and (2) the 
developm ent o f  a p robab ility -based  NE 
identification approach to! identify correctly these 
com plex NEs in tex ts. The im proved recall 
achieved, i.e., from 53% to 80%, is believed to be 
due to the reliable and robust probability estimates 
based on how the various combinations o f the 
attributes in a given fragment are related to the 
correct Product NE.

One o f  the shortcom ings o f  using a 
supervised learning approach, e.g., naive Bayesian 
probability, is that because it needs examples from 
which the probability distributions are derived, no 
predictions can be made for a given NE if  that NE



has not appeared in any exam ples. In current 
practice, the identification is made incrementally, 
i.e., with each example the probability distribution 
is computed and revised, so that the existence o f a 
new example is only recognised manually after the 
identification is evaluated incorrectly. Since the 
probability model might need a certain number of 
examples in order to learn a correct probability 
distribution, it might take some time to predict a 
Product NE correctly. This can be improved on by 
first clustering similar examples into groups without 
considering the potential NEs. In this way, it is easy 
to identify the list o f Product NEs that might need 
further examples.

W hen the hierarchy o f  the Product root 
concept in EDIT changes, i.e., a new concept is

added or an existing one is deleted, the existing 
probability model has to be revised. In doing so, it 
is necessary to check whether this change affects 
the existing model. Currently, the probability model 
is re-computed when such a change occurs. This 
can be improved by revising only the part o f model 
where the change needs to be reflected.
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